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Acts Of Faith
Acting in good faith -- environmental stewardship through worship, education, advocacy and
action
In 1980s America, coming out as gay as a father and husband was a significant journey for
anyone to make. Coming out as gay as a priest guaranteed immersion into controversy,
contradiction, and challenge. This book tells of the Reverend Canon Ted Karpf's navigation of
new social and romantic journeys, all within the context of his priestly vocation in the Episcopal
Church. Covering from 1968 to 2018, Karpf recounts his vivid memories, life-changing dreams
and resonant reflections on living a life of faith in a socially and politically tumultuous period.
His narratives are crafted as poetic meditations on enduring values and meaning, which can
remind any reader that we are neither abandoned nor alone, and that forgiveness is a fulfilling
way of living in a world of contradictions.
The beloved art of Normal Rockwell chronicles small-town America and reflects the simple
kindnesses that paint ordinary life with shades of the extraordinary. This gathering of select
Rockwell classics is joined by stories that illuminate acts of goodwill that transformed people's
lives: A cycle shop owner gives Lance Armstrong his first bike, and the rest is history. The
young, hurting Frank Peretti is shown compassion that opens up his heart. One man's sharing
of faith changed the life of shoe salesman Dwight L. Moody. Norman Rockwell fans,
Americana collectors, and those who cherish an uplifting look at life will treasure this
celebration of family, community, and the goodness that overflows from the simplest acts of
faith.
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Paul was the most influential figure in the early Christian church. In this epistle, written to the
founders of the church in Rome, he sets out some of his ideas on the importance of faith in
overcoming mankind's innate sinfulness and in obtaining redemption. With an introduction by
Ruth Rendell
In her classic book, Elisabeth Elliot candidly shares her love story with Jim Elliot through
letters, diary entries, and memories. She is honest about the temptations, difficulties, victories,
and sacrifices of two young people whose commitment to Christ took priority over their love for
each other. These revealing personal glimpses, combined with relevant biblical teaching, will
remind readers that only by putting their human passion and desire through His fire can God
purify their love. In a culture obsessed with dating, sex, and intimacy, the need for Elliot's
freeing message is greater than ever. This beautifully repackaged edition will appeal to today's
young people.
Follows six Harvard Medical School students from the crucible of Harvard Med's training,
through demanding internships and residencies, to the loves, triumphs, testings--and for some,
tragedies--that confront them as doctors
They met as children, innocents from two different worlds. And from that moment their lives
were fated to be forever entwined. Timothy : Abandoned at birth, he finds a home--and a
dazzling career--within the Catholic Church. But the vows he takes cannot protect him from
one soul-igniting passion. Daniel : The scholarly son of a great rabbi, he is destined to follow in
his father's footsteps. And destined to break his father's heart. Deborah : She was raised to be
docile and dutiful--the perfect rabbi's wife--but love will lead her to rebellion. And into world's
the patriarch would never dare imagine. Reaching across more than a quarter of a century,
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from the tough streets of Brooklyn to ultramodern Brasilia to an Israeli kibbutz, and radiating
the splendor of two holy cities, Rome and Jerusalem, here is Erich Segal's most provocative
and ambitious novel to date--the unforgettable story of three extraordinary lives...and one
forbidden love.
Most of us go through life with a vision of what the ideal relationship is supposed to be, yet too
often our longing for a soul mate leads to disappointment and heartbreak. What we see,
desire, or harshly judge in our mate is but a reflection of self, Vanzant explains, as in IN THE
MEANTIME she helps us to break free of our fantasies and view a relationship as an ongoing
process of discovery and growth. Whether she is offering practical advice on how to avoid
making the same relationship mistakes over and over again, or helping us to view the painful
end of a relationship as an opportunity to learn and change, Iyanla Vanzant, as author Patrice
Gains has said, 'reminds us that every moment is an opportunity to learn and inspires and
encourages us to continue our inward daily search'.

In this new commentary for the Belief series, award-winning author and theologian
Willie James Jennings explores the relevance of the book of Acts for the struggles of
today. While some see Acts as the story of the founding of the Christian church,
Jennings argues that it is so much more, depicting revolutionlife in the disrupting
presence of the Spirit of God. According to Jennings, Acts is like Genesis, revealing a
God who is moving over the land, "putting into place a holy repetition that speaks of the
willingness of God to invade our every day and our every moment." He reminds us that
Acts took place in a time of Empire, when the people were caught between diaspora
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Israel and the Empire of Rome. The spirit of God intervened, offering new life to both.
Jennings shows that Acts teaches how people of faith can yield to the Spirit to
overcome the divisions of our present world.
Julia has everything money can buy...except for acceptance by either the Gentiles or
the Jews. Her Greek father already has a wife and family, leaving Julia and her Hebrew
mother second-class citizens. But when they are introduced to followers of the Way,
they become part of that community of believers. Abigail's brother, Jacob, now a young
man, is attempting to discover his own place as a Christian. He is concerned that being
more serious about his faith means trading away the exhilaration of his current
profession as a caravan guard. Hired by Julia's father to protect the wealthy merchant's
caravans on the secretive "Frankincense Trail"--undercover transport of this highly
valuable commodity--Jacob also passes letters and messages between various
communities of believers. He is alarmed to find out that Julia, hardly more than a girl, is
also a messenger. Can their immediate mistrust be put aside to finally bring their hearts
together?
With a new afterword Acts of Faith is a remarkable account of growing up Muslim in
America and coming to believe in religious pluralism, from one of the most prominent
faith leaders in the United States. Eboo Patel’s story is a hopeful and moving
testament to the power and passion of young people—and of the world-changing
potential of an interfaith youth movement.
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A story of faith, intrigue and adventure in 17th-century Europe. Ages 14+ When ideas
were dangerous, one girl found the courage to act. England, 1640. Sixteen-year-old
Isabella is forced to flee her home when her father's radical ideas lead him into a
suicidal stand against Oliver Cromwell's army. taking refuge in Amsterdam and
desperate to find a means to survive, Isabella finds work with an elderly printer, Master
de Aquila, and his enigmatic young assistant, Willem. When Master de Aquila travels to
Venice to find a publisher brave enough to print his daring new book, Isabella
accompanies him and discovers a world of possibility - where women work alongside
men as equal partners, and where books and beliefs are treasured. But in a continent
torn apart by religious intolerance, constant danger lurks for those who don't watch their
words. And when the agents of the Spanish Inquisition kidnap de Aquila to stop him
printing his book, Isabella and Willem become reluctant allies in a daring chase across
Europe to rescue him from certain death.
“The most powerful spiritual healer, fixer, teacher on the planet.” —Oprah Winfrey In
this companion volume to her bestselling book Acts of Faith, bestselling author and star
of “Iyanla: Fix My Life” discusses the “valleys” that cause stress and imbalance for
women and explains how women can cleanse their minds and promote a healthy
foundation for living in the modern world. A Note from Iyanla Vanzant Beloved friend,
When this little book was first published many years ago, it became a beacon of light for
many people who found themselves time and time again in one valley or another.
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Valleys are nothing new for any of us. Some of you may be in a valley right now, or,
since you never know what’s around the corner, you may be on the brink of tottering
into yet another valley. Or maybe you’ve just survived a valley that you swear you’ll
never revisit—but guess what? That’s precisely the valley you’ll probably see again.
And again. Being in a valley can be a lonely and bewildering experience. This book was
written to help you feel less lonely by reminding you that you really aren’t ever alone
since God is always by your side, but more important, you are always by your own side.
No matter how dire the situation may seem, no matter how dark and bleak the valley
may be, you have all you need within you to survive the valley—any valley. Even though
you may not know how you got into the valley in the first place, you do know, deep
inside yourself, how to get through and out and free. You just need a little faith in
yourself and a little guidance to find that faith within yourself. When you are at your
wit’s end, take this little book and let it guide you toward the ever-present but often
elusive light at the end of the tunnel. Faith in the Valley is designed to help you find the
light when you need it most—when you’re in that damn tunnel. When you’re most
confused and in the dark and clueless as to how you got there (again!) and when
you’re trying to figure out not just how to get out, but stay out. For good. Faith in the
Valley has helped so many through so much that we felt it only fitting to issue this lovely
gift edition to acknowledge the special place it holds in many hearts. Please share it
with a friend who has served as your beacon in the past, or offer it to yourself as a
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reminder of the strength and wisdom you possess and can offer to others. Iyanla
What Do All Christians Believe? For many people, words like doctrine and theology
cause their eyes to glaze over, or they find them difficult to understand and struggle to
see how they are relevant to daily life. But theology is far from boring—it is the study of
God and should lead to awe and wonder as we better understand who God is and what
he has done for us. In Core Christianity, author, pastor, and theologian Mike Horton
tackles the essential and basic beliefs that all Christians share. What is “core” to the
Christian faith? In addition to unpacking these beliefs in a way that is easy to
understand, Horton shows why they matter to our lives today. This introduction to the
basic doctrines of Christianity is a helpful guide by a respected theologian and a
popular author, and it includes discussion questions for individual or group use. Core
Christianity is perfect for those who are new to the faith, as well as those who have an
interest in deepening in their understanding of what it means to be a follower of Jesus
Christ.
One of the greatest books ever written on the subject, Dynamics of Faithis a primer in
the philosophy of religion. Paul Tillich, a leading theologian of the twentieth century,
explores the idea of faith in all its dimensions, while defining the concept in the process.
This graceful and accessible volume contains a new introduction by Marion Pauck,
Tillich's biographer.
In this six-session video Bible study (DVD/digital video sold separately), Kristy Cambron
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invites you on a journey through the book of Acts using a technique that revolutionized
her time with God–Verse Mapping. If you have a deep desire to unpack the meaning of
the Scriptures you’re reading but you want to do it in a simple way–then verse mapping
is for you. Verse mapping includes Hebrew/Greek word studies, finding connections in
Scripture, comparing Bible translations, and learning as much as you can from your
time with the Holy Spirit. And it’s even better when you do it with others as a group.
Simply put, verse mapping is getting real about studying Scripture. More than just
reading a verse or passage, it’s about researching everything you can about what
you’ve read to learn more about who God is and how He speaks into your life through
His Word. What if there were no barriers to your faith journey? Take a verse mapping
journey through the book of Acts and experience your own story road through Scripture!
Sessions include: Intro: Verse Mapping 101 The Fellowship The Unseen Made to Stand
Broken The Saved The Feast Designed for use with Verse Mapping Acts Video Study
9780310090038 (sold separately).

This updated second edition of the Catechism of the Catholic Church
incorporates all the final modifications made in the complete, official Latin text,
accompanied by line-by-line explanations of orthodox Catholicism, summaries of
each section, a detailed index, extensive cross-references, and helpful footnotes.
This course is a thorough study of the content, purposes, principles, and
applications of Acts. The course emphasizes the role of the Holy Spirit then and
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now. Attention is given to the geographical, numerical, cultural, and theological
growth of the Church from Jerusalem to Rome. The journeys of Paul are
examined as the background of his epistles.
Through a systematic analysis of the sources, compositional structure, and
apologetic and polemical strategies of the early fourth century Acts of Archelaus
("Acta Archelai"), this volume explores inter-religious contact, conflict, and
comprehension in the encounter between Christianity and Manichaeism.
Janette Oke has dreamed for years of retelling a story in a biblical time frame
from a female protagonist's perspective, and Davis Bunn is elated to be working
with her again on this sweeping saga of the dramatic events surrounding the birth
of Christianity...and the very personal story of Leah, a young Jewess of mixed
heritage trapped in a vortex of competing political agendas and private trauma.
Caught up in the maelstrom following the death of an obscure rabbi in the Roman
backwater of first-century Palestine, Leah finds herself also engulfed in her own
turmoil--facing the prospect of an arranged marriage to a Roman soldier, Alban,
who seems to care for nothing but his own ambitions. Head of the garrison near
Galilee, he has been assigned by Palestine's governor to ferret out the truth
behind rumors of a political execution gone awry. Leah's mistress, the governor's
wife, secretly commissions Leah also to discover what really has become of this
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man whose death--and missing body--is causing such furor. This epic drama is
threaded with the tale of an unlikely romance and framed with dangers and
betrayals from unexpected sources. At its core, The Centurion's Wife unfolds the
testing of loyalties--between two young people whose inner searchings they
cannot express, between their irreconcilable heritages, and ultimately between
their humanity and the Divine they yearn to encounter.
A disparate group of men and women confronts their own individual moral crises,
fears, and physical dangers as they work to alleviate the hardships and suffering
caused by civil war and famine in contemporary Sudan. Reader's Guide
available. Reprint. 60,000 first printing.
The Acts of the Apostles is about more than the spread of the gospel to the ends
of the earth. By the time the ascended Christ had sent the Holy Spirit to guide his
disciples, they had no doubt what the basics of the gospel message were: that
Christ died for our sins, was buried and rose again the third day and would one
day come again. But, according to Luke’s account, difficult questions and
challenges arose for the apostles as they began to spread this message. These
questions, when once settled by the apostles, would further define the gospel
with answers that are definitive for us today. By carefully tracing Luke’s
presentation of the historical material, David Gooding shows us that Luke has
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arranged his historical material into six sections, each containing a set of issues
and a dominant question that confronted the church: – Was the gospel to be
under the authority of the Jewish Sanhedrin, even when they called into question
the deity and messiahship of Jesus? – Would the temple and its entire system of
worship become obsolete because of Christ’s sacrifice at Calvary, as Stephen
claimed? – What would God do when the observance of his own food laws
became a barrier to preaching the gospel to Gentiles such as Cornelius? – How
would the apostles decide about the rite of circumcision and its relationship to
salvation? – How would the gospel distinguish itself from the spiritism, idolatry,
religions and philosophies of the pagan world and state positively its own answer
to questions of the origin of the universe and life’s ultimate goal? – And how
would Paul defend the gospel at the highest levels of society, against every kind
of misrepresentation, when he found himself under the power of Roman law and
order? The conclusions that the apostles and the early churches reached under
the guidance of the Holy Spirit are profoundly relevant. Their defence against
each new challenge confirmed the truth of the gospel for every generation of
Christ’s disciples. David Gooding’s exposition echoes Acts’ powerful, unspoken
exhortation to examine ourselves honestly to see whether the Christianity that we
represent and the gospel that we preach and defend are uncompromisingly the
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same as those established by the apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ.
“The most powerful spiritual healer, fixer, teacher on the planet.” —Oprah Winfrey
Shift your attitude and live your best life with this inspiring collection of 365 daily
devotionals from New York Times bestselling author and star of the OWN
Network’s hit show Iyanla: Fix My Life. If there are situations, circumstances, or
perhaps relationships in your life that you have been struggling to overcome,
trying to work through, or doing your best to work around, throw your head back
and declare to the universe, “Until Today!” Whatever has been going on in your
mind, your life, or your heart can stop—right now, if that is truly what you desire.
However, you must be willing to “do a new thing.” You must spend a little time,
each day, in devotion to the truth about yourself and your life. You must make a
conscious approach to what you think, what you feel, and what you do. Devotion
will clear up misconceptions that may have obscured your vision until today!
Bestselling author Iyanla Vanzant presents a new book of devotions for anyone
on the path to spiritual empowerment. These daily devotions will create powerful
changes in the circumstances of your life that have held you back and will place
you on the road to personal strength and peace of mind.
First Edition, 317 pages Acts of the Apostles continues the story of Jesus after
His death. The story of the misunderstanding of the gospel among those who
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personally knew Jesus continues in the ministry of Paul. Paul, who was knocked
off his high horse and thrown to the ground against his will and born again by the
power of the Holy Spirit, came to see that he had been completely blind, and had
his eyes miraculously opened.Paul - formerly the chief enemy of Christ, who
became the chief disciple - took up the ministry and perspective of Jesus and
began preaching the gospel to all who would listen. But Paul had the same
difficulties that Jesus had - people thought he was crazy, that he didn't know
what he was talking about, that he had gotten the gospel message wrong. Paul
was hounded to death by the enemies of Christ, just as Jesus had been. Again,
what is discovered in Acts of Faith is not a new perspective on Paul, but a very
old one - the forgotten perspective of God's remnant.
Get a Handle on Every Book of the Bible—at a Glance You know it’s important to
read God’s Word—we read the Bible to get to know the Author himself, but it’s
an intimidating book! With 66 books written over 1600 years, by about 40 writers,
and around 800,000 words, the Bible is massive and complicated with history,
names, and events. Bible Overview will give you a grasp of each book quickly in
this full-color handbook. This full-color guide gives you a fantastic 2-to-6 page
overview of each book of the Bible. Packed with short summaries, quickreference charts and diagrams, full-color maps, and illustrations, Rose’s Bible
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Overview is the perfect solution to cover over 2,000 years of Bible history,
people, and events at a glance! Includes: Over 150 charts, maps, timelines, and
full-color photos Archaeological discoveries that give insight into the culture of the
time How Jesus can be seen in each book Relevant and Practical Application for
God’s people today
Acts is the sequel to Luke's gospel and tells the story of Jesus's followers during
the 30 years after his death. It describes how the 12 apostles, formerly Jesus's
disciples, spread the message of Christianity throughout the Mediterranean
against a background of persecution. With an introduction by P.D. James
Today—as repeated attempts to "fix ourselves and our lives" fail—many of us face
unprecedented fears about the future, struggle with unspeakable life tragedies,
and sink under the belief that certain lives do not matter in our society. Others
confront our epidemic of anxiety with fierce resistance, or "the fight to be right,"
criticizing anyone and everyone just to end up stuck. In the face of such
pervasive human suffering, New York Times best-selling author and legendary
life coach Iyanla Vanzant challenges us: What if it’s not them—what if it’s you?
What if you need to "get over it"—and get over yourself? Because no matter how
much we would like to blame people and circumstances beyond our control, the
truth is staggeringly simple: anything and everything we experience is a function
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of what and how we think. In Get Over It! Iyanla offers a unique spiritual
technology called "thought therapy," a process that harnesses proven spiritual
tools with the science of neuroplasticity. The 42 prayers and affirmations, and
complementary energy-clearing tools at the heart of the thought therapy process
are designed to neutralize and eliminate the unconscious, unproductive, souldestroying dominant negative thought patterns (DNTPs) and discordant
emotional energies, allowing you to get to the root cause of your personal
suffering, and make life-affirming choices. If you’re ready to break free of your
ego’s resistance and willing to face yourself, willing to change, and willing to heal
and grow—then now’s the time to Get Over It!
The liturgical year invites us to walk with Jesus through the most wonderful story
ever told: the Gospel. In Through the Year with Jesus: Gospel Readings and
Reflections for Children, catechist and popular blogger Katherine Bogner reveals
the rich mystery of the seasons we celebrate in the Church. With Gospel
readings for each week of the liturgical year, along with tools for reflection,
discussion, and prayer, Through the Year with Jesus offers endless opportunities
for discovering who Jesus is and better understanding Catholic teaching about
his life and mission. Promote prayer and conversation about the life of Christ with
children through Weekly readings from the Gospels Lectio Divina prompts to
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nurture personal prayer or journaling Sacred art to accompany the Gospel
reading Stories of saints and many rich Catholic traditions for the liturgical year
The easy-to-use format of Through the Year with Jesus helps adults lead children
to an intimate encounter with the heart of Jesus through the rhythm of the
liturgical year and the powerful words of Scripture.
Three Bestselling Novels in One The Acts of Faith trilogy is a sweeping saga set
in Israel and beyond during the months and years immediately following the
death and resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth. Authors Davis Bunn and Janette
Oke have woven an intriguing story featuring compelling fictional characters who
interact with the men and women who were central to the rise of Christianity.
Amid religious, political, and cultural persecution, these courageous few must
shape and preserve a faith that will stand the test of time.
Abigail loses everything and is left with little promise of a normal life. When she
discovers the Messiah and joins his followers, she also discovers new meaning
and purpose. Maybe she does have a future after all. But increasing persecution
is scattering the burgeoning group "to the ends of the earth." And Abigail may
have given her heart to the wrong man. Two suitors desire the lovely Abigail's
hand in marriage. One is a successful Hebrew merchant and widower looking for
a mother for his children. On the other side is the Roman soldier Linux, who is
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captivated by her winsome charm and could offer the sanctuary--maybe even the
love--for which she yearns. But her heart has been captured by neither of these.
Stephen, one of the leaders of The Way, has a character and a faith that move
her deeply, but his outspoken preaching has marked him for assassination. Will
her faith and courage withstand a heartbreak beyond comprehension? And then
a glimmer of hope appears, one she never would have foreseen.
"The End of Faith articulates the dangers and absurdities of organized religion so
fiercely and so fearlessly that I felt relieved as I read it, vindicated....Harris writes
what a sizable number of us think, but few are willing to say."—Natalie Angier,
New York Times In The End of Faith, Sam Harris delivers a startling analysis of
the clash between reason and religion in the modern world. He offers a vivid,
historical tour of our willingness to suspend reason in favor of religious
beliefs—even when these beliefs inspire the worst human atrocities. While
warning against the encroachment of organized religion into world politics, Harris
draws on insights from neuroscience, philosophy, and Eastern mysticism to
deliver a call for a truly modern foundation for ethics and spirituality that is both
secular and humanistic. Winner of the 2005 PEN/Martha Albrand Award for
Nonfiction.
A guide for students, groups, and organizations seeking to foster interfaith
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dialogue and promote understanding across religious lines In this book,
renowned interfaith leader Eboo Patel offers a clear, detailed, and practical guide
to interfaith leadership, illustrated with compelling examples. Patel explains what
interfaith leadership is and explores the core competencies and skills of interfaith
leadership, before turning to the issues interfaith leaders face and how they can
prepare to solve them. Interfaith leaders seek points of connection and
commonality—in their neighborhoods, schools, college campuses, companies,
organizations, hospitals, and other spaces where people of different faiths
interact with one another. While it can be challenging to navigate the differences
and disagreements that can arise from these interactions, skilled interfaith
leaders are vital if we are to have a strong, religiously diverse democracy. This
primer presents readers with the philosophical underpinnings of interfaith theory
and outlines the skills necessary to practice interfaith leadership today.
Acts of Religion, compiled in close association with Jacques Derrida, brings together for
the first time a number of Derrida's writings on religion and questions of faith and their
relation to philosophy and political culture. The essays discuss religious texts from
Jewish, Christian, and Muslim traditions, as well as religious thinkers such as Kant,
Levinas, and Gershom Scholem, and comprise pieces spanning Derrida's career. The
collection includes two new essays by Derrida that appear here for the first time in any
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language, as well as a substantial introduction by Gil Anidjar that explores Derrida's
return to his own "religious" origins and his attempts to bring to light hidden religious
dimensions of the social, cultural, historical, and political.
Iyanla Vanzant is the much-loved and bestselling author of IN THE MEANTIME and
UNTIL TODAY!. Through her work, millions of readers have found the inspiration to
make profound changes in their lives. Calling on both personal experience and her
work with others, Iyanla's ONE DAY MY SOUL JUST OPENED UP is a message of
empowerment both for women and men, encouraging us to tap into our strengths and
make our dreams come true. Through a forty day and forty night programme of
exercises and readings, Iyanla guides us through our daily obstacles towards greater
emotional and spiritual health.
Scholars, journalists, and politicians uphold Muslim-ruled medieval Spain—“alAndalus”—as a multicultural paradise, a place where Muslims, Christians, and Jews
lived in harmony. There is only one problem with this widely accepted account: it is a
myth. In this groundbreaking book, Northwestern University scholar Darío FernándezMorera tells the full story of Islamic Spain. The Myth of the Andalusian Paradise shines
light on hidden features of this medieval culture by drawing on an abundance of primary
sources that scholars have ignored, as well as archaeological evidence only recently
unearthed. This supposed beacon of peaceful coexistence began, of course, with the
Islamic Caliphate’s conquest of Spain. Far from a land of tolerance, Islamic Spain was
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marked by religious and therefore cultural repression in all areas of life, and by the
marginalization of Christians and other groups—all this in the service of social control by
autocratic rulers and a class of religious authorities. As professors, politicians, and
pundits continue to celebrate Islamic Spain for its “multiculturalism” and “diversity,”
Fernández-Morera sets the record straight—showing that a politically useful myth is a
myth nonetheless.
"The authors offer a new, comprehensive paradigm for the social scientific study of
religion. The book sets out to explain *why* people are religious and have the need to
be religious, without discrediting organized religions as something foolish or
irrational"--Résumé de l'éditeur.
'The healing has begun. It began when you picked up this book. The goal of these
offerings is to assist the children of the earth in the redevelopment of their minds,
bodies and spirits . . . Buried deep in the earth are precious diamonds. In order to get to
them, however, we must dig and dig deep.' In ACTS OF FAITH, life coach Iyanla
Vanzant offers a inspirational passage for each day of the year, particularly aimed at
people of colour. Vanzant considers that there are four basic areas that create stress
and imbalance for people: our relationship with ourselves, our relationship with the
world, our relationship with each other and our relationship with money. This book
addresses all four issues in turn thus providing a meditative and uplifting guide to living
successfully.
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The intersections of religion, politics, and performance form the loci of many of the most
serious issues facing the world today, sites where some of the world’s most pressing
and momentous events are contested and played out. That this circumstance warrants
continued, thoughtful, and imaginative engagement from those within the fields of
theatre and performance is one of the guiding principles of this volume. This collection
features a diverse set of perspectives, written by some of the top scholars in the
relevant fields, on the many modern intersections of religion with theatre and
performance. Contributors argue that religion can no longer be conceived of as a
cultural phenomenon that is safely sequestered in the "private sphere." It is instead an
explicitly public force that stimulates and complicates public actions, and thus a crucial
component of much performance. From mystic theologies of acting to the neuroscience
of spirituality in rituals to the performance of secularism, these essays address a broad
variety of religious traditions, sharing a common conception of religion as a crucial
object of discourse—one that is formed by, and significantly formative of, performance.
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